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Abstract 
To avoid the super-nodes’ bottleneck phenomena in large-scale distributed system, a novel search-location mechan-
ism with redundant super-nodes is present. It is implemented by employing multi redundant super-nodes with same 
index of resources in one precinct as successor in finger table of DHT (Distributed Hash Table). Thus, it can achieve 
more reliability and load balancing in P2P (peer-to-peer) network on super-nodes layer. Analysis and comparison 
results illustrate its improved performances than congener models in existence. 
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1. Introduction* 
One of the most important tasks for a large-scale distributed system (LSDS) with high performance is 
to design an efficient search and location model at first. Existing search or location models mainly focus on 
Grid [1], P2P (peer-to-peer system) [2], CDN (content delivery network) [3] and other LSDSs. Most of 
them carried out by constructing overlay network with high efficient routing support or adopted, improved 
as well as innovated search and location algorithms based on a given overlay network.  
Under the motivation of using the experience for reference and utilizing advantages each other, more 
and more LSDSs adopt hybrid overlay network with super-nodes. In these systems, the physical network 
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is always be divided into two logical layers: one is the structured P2P network (SPN), which is on the top 
layer and composed of super-nodes having strong integrated performance; the other one is composed of 
many local hierarchical sub networks (LHN), each LHN includes many common nodes belong to same 
super-node [4-7]. Furthermore, theses systems can be more efficient by thinking of physical topology or 
users’ search interesting [5,8]. However, the shortcomings of reliability and availability caused by single 
super-node design are evident. At the same time, the displacement of resource index and reconstructing of 
network topology caused by super-node’s fault has already seriously influenced on services performance 
of LSDS. It is necessary to improve single super-node design for the top layer SPN of LSDS to advance 
itservice performance. In this paper, the search-location mechanism based on redundant super-nodes is 
put forward. At first, the whole system model is introduced. Then, the search-location model at SPN 
based on DHT is described and the corresponding algorithm is described in detail. At last, analysis and 
comparison are given to value this mechanism.  
2. The Whole System Model 
Thinking of the important effect of physical network topology information for an efficient overlay 
network, we introduce the precinct mode of construction and management of physical network. Conse-
quently, the whole system model is designed as figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPN means super-node peer-to-peer network that on the top layer and includes only super-nodes se-
lected from common nodes or appointed beforehand. LHN means a local hierarchical network. It is a sub 
network of the next layer, and each has more than one redundant super-node and one or more than one 
hierarchy belongs to same redundant super-nodes. The sum of LHN layer can be given beforehand or 
build dynamically. We appoint fixed 3 hierarchies in this model by reason of computing information be-
low: 
Suppose n is amount of total nodes, k is the sum of hierarchies, m and p are average capability and 
load probability of one node respectively. Then, the amount of total super-nodes can be calculated as: 
1)( −∗ kpmn                                                                  (1) 
In such model, even if n=106, p=50%, m=40 and k=3, its super-nodes in SPN are only 2500. There-
fore, it can already get very good performance on search and location in SPN. 
3. Search-Location Mechanism of SPN 
3.1Search-Location Model of SPN 
DHT (Distributed Hash Table) [9] models get more and more applications for its ability to solve early 
…… 
…… 
…… 
SPN 
LHNs
: Super node : Common node 
Figure 1.  The whole system model 
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collapse of P2P network caused by single node, information flooding, insufficient expansibility and other 
problems. Researches illustrate that Chord has many advantage than other P2P network model, such as 
simpleness, stability and high performance in search and location. Meanwhile, its only O(log2N) cost is 
very small even if in large-scale systems. Thereby, we design search-location model shown as figure 2 by 
improving based on Chord protocol. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This model is improved as below: 
a) Each LHN has its own unique precinct name and super-nodes (SN). All LHNs are arranged into 
a logic ring like Chord according to a hash value sort ascending of their precinct name. For ex-
ample, the Chord ring of figure 2 is composed of 7 precincts of P1, P3, P6, … with hash value 1, 
3, 6,… . Each precinct has several SNs with same index of resources in LHN for search and lo-
cation in local sub network. 
b) With hash function such as MD5, every index of each precinct can be synchronized to corres-
ponding precincts’ SNs by their hash values. Such as K3 and K76 with resource hash value 3 and 
76 are stored at P3 and P79 respectively. 
c) Add redundant SNs information into finger table and new finger table is： 
Finger Table: <Start, Interval, Successor, Backup -of-Successor>, in which: 
Start: Px sorted ascending according to 2i(0≤i≤127) and pointed at the finger table item. Here, x 
is computed as: 
x=(Hash(local precinct name )+2i) mod 2128                                          (2) 
Interval: [(Px+2i) mod 2128, (Px+2i+1) mod 2128), a circular range of hash values and used to in-
dex distributing and SPN location.  
Successor: successor ID of corresponding “Start” 
Backup-of-Successor: the redundant SNs of “Successor”, including IP, load of every SN and 
other items. This is mainly used to distribute requests of search and location in SPN and balance 
access load of SNs in redundant super-nodes.  
d) Adopt Chord protocol to search and locate resources on SPN: route to corresponding precinct 
according to hash value of given name of resource at first, then access “Backup-of-Successor” of 
this precinct in finger table and select SN with the smallest load until the destination storage pre-
cinct is found out. For example, for resource K5 and precinct P3, it can route to P6 first, and then 
Start Interv.  Succ.
3+20 [4,5)   6  
3+21 [5,7)   6 
3+22 [7,11)   36 
3+23 [11,19)  36 
…… 
Px    IP  Load
6   IP1  0.25
6   IP2  0.3 
36   IP3  0.4 
36   IP4  0.35
…… 
K76 
P3
P1
P6P36
P79 
P94
P101
K3 
K93 
K5 
K35 
Figure 2.  Search-location model of SPN 
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select the SN according to the minimal load of 0.3 and 0.25 to locate resource storage precinct. 
e) Precinct retreats from Chord ring only when SNs of this precinct have all exited before new SNs 
are selected. 
3.2Algorithm of Search-Location at SPN 
Search and location at SPN is initialized only when LHN search-location is failed. The algorithm is as 
below: 
Step 1: get the hash value of given resource name, NR; 
Step 2: if NR is equal to local Px, turn to Step 3; otherwise, look for local finger table to find out its 
“Interval” and then get corresponding Px of “Successor”; 
Step 3: look for “Backup-of-Successor” and get IPSN of SN with minimal load of same Px; 
Step 4: look for destination storage precinct at IPSN and get search-location result; 
Step 5: if the result is NULL, this query ends by no record; otherwise, the destination storage precinct 
initializes search-location at its LHN. Algorithm ends. 
4. Analysis and Comparison 
To show advantages of this mechanism, we name the whole search-location model as HSLM (Hybrid 
Search and Location Model) and suppose HSLM has 3 layers in each LHN just like figure 1. 
4.1Comparison of Routing Performance and Load Balancing 
To illustrate the routing performance and load balancing of HSLM, we compare it with two similar 
network models named IS-P2P [4] and TAC [5]. 
IS-P2P divided the whole network into two layers include index nodes layer and common nodes layer. 
Its search and location only implement at SPN. TAC is a P2P network based on three layers of auto clus-
tering nodes. It separates SPN into two layers of routing layer and index management layer to reduce 
network loads of super-nodes. Thus, its layers number is same as HSLM. Therefore, we compare HSLM 
with 5 systems, in which 4 (IS-Chord, IS-CAN, IS-Pastry, IS-Tapestry) are IS-P2P and 1 is TAC, in length 
of search path, number of routing states, average index number and transmitting messages number. These 
four measurement parameters are defined as follows: 
Length of search path (h): the maximal length from one SN to destination SN 
Number of routing state (s): amount of corresponding nodes in figure table 
Average index number (i): the average index records stored in database 
Transmitting messages number (m): amount of query messages to transmit per period 
All parameters used in comparison are explained as table 1 and the comparison results are shown in 
table 2. 
Table 1.  Meaning of parameters 
Para. meaning  remark 
N amount of nodes in system  
b cardinal number identifier  
M ratio of nodes amount of two close layer  
L sum of resources provided by per node  
d space dimensionality of IS-CAN  
r average redundant degree of resources in each r≥1 
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layer 
q query speed at per node  
R redundant degree of SNs in SPN 1≤R≤M 
β average ration of finished transactions on index 
nodes at every layer 
0≤β≤1 
Table 2.  Results of comparison 
system h s i m 
IS-Chord log2(N/M) log2(N/M) L·N·r/M q·N·h/M 
IS-CAN d·(N/M)1/d 2·d L·N·r/M q·N·h/M 
IS-Pastry logb(N/M) b·logb(N/M)+b L·N·r/M q·N·h/M 
IS-Tapestry logb(N/M) logb(N/M) L·N·r/M q·N·h/M 
TAC log2(N/M2)+2 log2(N/M2) L·N·r/M q·N·(1-β)·h/M 
HSLM log2(N/M2)+2 log2[(N/M2)·R] L·N· r /M q·N·(1-β)2·h/M/R 
It is obvious in table 2 that HSLM has evident advantages than the given two models on routing per-
formance, index storage as well as network load.  
4.2Analysis on Load-Balancing 
The load balancing of SPN in HSLM is shown in two aspects: 
a) Load balancing among precincts 
this mainly relies on balanced characteristic of MD5. 
b) Load balancing among SNs in one precinct:  
this depends on the load information of all redundant SNs in finger table. According to 
search-location model of SPN introduced above, query message in every search-location operation 
at SPN is always transmitted to SN, which has the minimal load value in the “Backup-of-Successor” 
of corresponding successor precinct. Such, not only hotspot of super-node can be avoided effectively 
but also load of query and transmission can be balanced among all precincts. 
4.3Comparison on Reliabilty and Availability 
When the amount of SNs is n, the failed probability of SN is p and the average redundant degree of 
each precinct is R, the no reconstruction probability of Chord with single SN is np)1( − . Meanwhile, 
the same probability of SPN is nnR pP )1()1( −≥− . It is evident that they are equal only when R=1. 
Therefore, the availability and reliability of SPN in HSLM are all improved than similar systems. 
5. Conclusion 
To achieve high service performance in large-scale distributed system, more and more of them adopt 
the universal approach to divide whole network into many local sub networks and let them managed by 
one super node respectively. This resulted in super-node bottleneck in these systems and reduced their 
search and location efficiency. To improve routing performance, load balancing, reliability and availabil-
ity of these system, a search-location mechanism based redundant super-nodes is put forward and the 
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corresponding model and algorithm are described in detail in this paper. Analysis and comparison illu-
strate that this mechanism has many advantages than similar systems. By the way, this paper focuses only 
super-node layer. Next, farther research will be search and location in every local sub network. 
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